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Abstract. The Prism is a new signal processing object which provides fully recursive FIR 

filtering i.e. the computational load is small and fixed irrespective of filter length. The Prism 

also has negligible design cost. These features are attractive to the next generation of Industry 

4.0 sensors requiring low cost and flexible signal processing. Recent work has demonstrated 

how, using a few simple design rules, a chain of six Prisms can create narrowband filters with 

arbitrary central frequency and bandwidth, also with low design and computational cost. In this 

paper this technique is extended to provide spectral analysis of data, whereby a sequence of 

filters is applied to a data set to provide selective frequency analysis.  

1.  Prism signal processing 

The Prism (precise, repeat integral signal monitor), is a recently developed signal processing object. It 

is based upon a Fourier-style double integration applied recursively via a sliding windows calculation. 

Either one or two outputs are generated. If there are two, these form a sine/cosine pair from which the 

properties of the input signal, such as amplitude, phase and/or frequency, can be calculated. Unlike 

conventional, convolution-based finite impulse response (FIR) filters, the Prism calculation is fully 

recursive, having a low computational cost which is independent of window length; its benefits 

include a linear phase response, and a low design cost, as the filter ‘coefficients’ are simply linearly 

spaced sine and cosine values. Although the frequency response design options for a single Prism are 

relatively limited, serial and/or parallel networks of Prisms can be created to provide a wider range of 

responses suited to a range of tasks including notch and bandpass filtering, or tracking multiple 

frequency components in a signal. 

In [1], an introduction to Prism Signal Processing (PSP) is provided as with potential applications 

in the Internet of Things/Industry 4.0. Current applications include sensor validation [2] generally, 

pressure sensors [3], the condition monitoring of rotating machinery [4, 5], and the first application of 

Coriolis mass flow metering to fuel injection monitoring in internal combustion engines [6]. 

Consider a sinusoidal input signal (or indeed a signal component at a specified frequency) 

  )2sin()(   ftAts ,           (1)

where t (or τ) is time, A is the amplitude,  f  is the frequency, and  is the initial phase offset at t = 0. 

The basic mathematical operation used in the Prism is to calculate double integrals of the form: 
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where [s | c] indicates choosing one of s (sin) or c (cosine), h is the harmonic number, a positive integer, 

and m is the characteristic frequency of the Prism. Equation (2) describes a family of Fourier–style 

double integrals whereby at each level the input signal is multiplied by a modulating sine or cosine 

function and integrated over the period of the characteristic frequency m. The harmonic number h 

determines how many whole cycles of the modulation function occur over the period of integration 1/m. 

In the Prism itself, either one or two pairs of such integrals are evaluated each sample. The output of 

each integral pair is combined to provide a filtered output of the input signal: 
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2.  PSP narrowband filtering 

As described in [7, 8], simple design rules have been developed for building narrowband FIR filters 

using a signal chain consisting of three pairs of Prisms. Figure 1 shows the frequency response of the 

generic Prism filter for an arbitrary central frequency c and bandwidth b. 

 

Figure 1. Frequency response of bandpass filter formed from 

three Prism pairs. 

Prism narrowband filtering offers a significant speed-up compared with conventional FIR filtering. 

In [8], an FPGA implementation of real-time Prism narrowband filtering is described, in which a 

signal sampled at 2 MHz can be filtered around an arbitrary central frequency with a bandwidth as 

narrow as 0.1Hz. This requires a total Prism filter length of 192 million samples, but because the 

calculation is recursive, it is able to run in real time on a single FPGA, as long as sufficient memory is 

available to store the sample data. A conventional, convolution-based, non-recursive FIR filter would 

require 384 TMAC/s (i.e. 3.84 x 1014 multiply-and-accumulate operations per second i.e. 

supercomputer performance) to achieve this throughput, assuming such long filters could be designed. 

The combination of instant filter design and fast filter throughout provides the opportunity for 

developing Prism spectral analysis, as described in the next section. 

3.  Prism spectral analysis  

Prism spectral analysis is carried out by passing the data set to be analyzed through a series of 

frequency-specific detectors, one for each frequency at which amplitude information is required. Each 
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detector consists of a narrowband filter followed by a Prism-based tracker ([1, 6]) to calculate the 

amplitude of the resulting filtered signal. Within the tracker, the two sine/cosine outputs of a Prism 

(given in equations (3) and (4)) are combined in a weighted root-sum square calculation to provide an 

estimate of the amplitude of the input signal on a sample-by-sample basis. Such amplitude estimates 

can only be provided once the narrowband filter and the tracker filter are filled with samples, and so 

one design consideration is the tradeoff between the narrowband filter length and the data set to be 

examined. To generate a single amplitude value to represent the corresponding frequency over the data 

set, the average value can be used, as discussed in the simulation example below. 

The principle benefits of the Prism spectral analysis technique are flexibility and numerical 

accuracy, the latter arising from the suppression of frequency leakage via the narrowband filtering. 

Flexibility is provided because the range, spacing and filter bandwidths to be analyzed are entirely 

arbitrary. While it is certainly possible, as illustrated below, to perform an analysis across a large 

contiguous range of spectral frequencies, it is also possible to select only individual and/or sub-ranges 

of frequencies for detailed, narrow bandwidth analysis, thus avoiding the outlay of computational 

effort on spectral regions which are not of interest. 

The computational requirements of Prism spectral analysis, based on recursive FIR techniques, are 

low enough to make the technique viable, but remain significantly higher than for the FFT itself. The 

computational load for an FFT is o(N log2N) for a data set of size N. By contrast, for Prism signal 

processing, the computational cost for each frequency detector is approximately 300 N. Thus only 

rarely would the technique be suitable for narrowband analysis across a wide frequency range. More 

typically, a mixture of coarse and narrow frequency detectors would be used, as discussed at the end 

of the paper. 

4.  Simulation Example 

A comparison between conventional FFT and Prism-based spectral analysis techniques is given via a 

simulation example, based upon typical sensor signal characteristics from a Coriolis mass flow meter. 

Table 1 gives the frequencies and amplitudes of five components in the simulated sensor signal. Data 

sets were generated using 50 kHz sampling, either noise-free or with white noise (0.01 V standard 

deviation) added. Each simulation data set consisted of 220 or approximately 1 million samples, 

corresponding to a time series of approximately 20 s duration. 

 Table 1. Frequencies and 

amplitudes of components in 

simulated sensor signal. 
  

Frequency (Hz) Amplitude (V) 

  80 0.2 

160 0.02 

190 0.01 

240 0.015 

320 0.001 

Results for the FFT calculation were derived using the standard MATLAB call fft(). Note that a 

wide variety of FFT algorithms exist, with various advantages and disadvantages; an optimal choice 

will depend upon the characteristics of the data set and the analytic requirements. The intention here is 

simply to use a straightforward and widely accessible algorithm as a basis for comparison with the 

Prism technique. 

The Prism spectral analysis was carried out over the range 12 Hz – 500 Hz, at intervals of 0.1 Hz. 

Note that all Prisms have a gain of zero at DC and so a non-zero lowest frequency must be selected. 

The filter bandwidth was also set to 0.1 Hz over the entire range, but these choices are arbitrary and 
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independent for each detector. As discussed in [7], the sample length of the narrowband filter design 

shown in Figure 1 is approximately 1.92fs/b where fs is the sampling rate and b is the filter bandwidth. 

Each frequency detector also requires a tracker, but this is relatively short compared to the bandpass 

filter. For a detector at frequency f  [12, 500] Hz, the optimal tracker Prism length is  fs/f samples; for 

the lowest frequency, 12 Hz, this amounts to approximately 4000 samples. Overall, therefore, the 

detector length is approximately 5 × 105 samples, compared with the data set length of approximately 

106 samples. Accordingly, the detector ‘warm-up’ requires approximately half the data set, and a time 

series of approximately 5 × 105 amplitude values are generated for averaging. While a conventional 

convolutional FIR filter of order 5 × 105, applied to a data set of length N samples, would require 106 

N arithmetic operations (i.e. 5 × 105 each of multiply and accumulate per sample), the Prism bandpass 

filter requirement is only 300 N. With different design choices, for example selecting a bandwidth of 

around 0.05 Hz, a longer bandpass filter would result in fewer amplitude values generated from the 

same data set.  

Figures 2 - 5 show typical results obtained by applying FFT and Prism spectral analyses to noise-

free and noisy data sets. In the noise free case the Prism analysis generates a significantly lower noise 

floor compared to the FFT, and in both cases the Prism narrow-band filtering results in a reduction in 

frequency leakage, resulting in sharp spectral peaks. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. FFT analysis of 

simulated data set – noise 

free. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Prism analysis of 

simulated data set – noise 

free. 
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Figure 4. FFT analysis of 

simulated data set – with 

added noise. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Prism analysis of 

simulated data set – with 

added noise. 

 

 

A quantitative assessment of the Prism spectral analysis has been carried out as follows. For each 

case (noise-free and noisy), 100 data sets were generated. For both the noise-free and the noisy data 

sets, the initial phase of each frequency component (Table 1) was generated randomly, so that each of 

the 100 data sets is distinct. In addition, for the noisy data, different random noise sequences were 

added to each data set. Prism spectral analysis was applied to each of the two sets of 100 trials to 

obtain the calculated amplitude of each of the frequency components listed in table 1. Based on these 

results, the mean, mean error, and standard deviation were collated for the calculated amplitude for 

each component. The mean error and the standard deviation are scaled as a percentage of the true 

amplitude of the corresponding frequency component, so that the relative accuracy and variability can 

be assessed. The results are shown in tables 2 and 3. 

In the noise-free case (Table 2), high amplitude accuracy is achieved, irrespective of the initial 

phase of the frequency components, so that the mean errors and standard deviations are small. In the 

noisy case (Table 3) the average errors remain small, while the standard deviation of the error 

increases as the amplitude of the signal component decreases relative to the noise level. For example, 

for the 80 Hz component, which has a true amplitude of 0.2 V, the calculated value had a standard 

deviation of approximately 0.1 % of the mean value, while for the 320 Hz component, with a true 

amplitude of 1 mV, the calculated value had a standard deviation of approximately 2 %. 
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Table 2. Results of Prism tracking of spectral component amplitudes in simulated sensor 

signal – no noise (100 trials). 
     

Frequency 

(Hz) 

True 

Amplitude (V) 

Calculated 

Amplitude 

Mean (V) 

Calculated 

Amplitude 

Mean Error (%) 

Calculated Amplitude 

Standard Deviation (% 

of mean) 

80 0.2 2.0000e-01 -1.1793e-08 1.4557e-10 

160 0.02 2.0000e-02 -1.8900e-07 3.3356e-10 

190 0.01 1.0000e-02 -3.3471e-07 1.0579e-09 

240 0.015 1.5000e-02 -9.5902e-07 3.2710e-09 

320 0.001 1.0000e-03 -3.0413e-06 4.9119e-09 

 

Table 3. Results of Prism tracking of spectral component amplitudes in simulated sensor 

signal – with added white noise 0.01 V standard deviation (100 trials). 
     

Frequency 

(Hz) 

True 

Amplitude (V) 

Calculated 

Amplitude 

Mean (V) 

Calculated 

Amplitude 

Mean Error (%) 

Calculated Amplitude 

Standard Deviation (% 

of mean) 

80 0.2 2.0000e-01 -1.7747e-03 1.0151e-02 

160 0.02 1.9999e-02 -3.1187e-03 1.0999e-01 

190 0.01 9.9998e-03 -1.6958e-03 1.7003e-01 

240 0.015 1.5001e-02 3.9012e-03 1.4967e-01 

320 0.001 1.0006e-03 6.3456e-02 1.9849e+00 

5.  Conclusions 

Prism signal processing is a recursive FIR technique offering low design and computational cost 

compared with conventional convolutional forms of FIR filtering. This paper has demonstrated its 

potential as an alternative approach to spectral analysis. Frequency leakage is minimized by the use of 

narrowband filtering, leading to accurate estimation of amplitude at each selected frequency 

component, and the technique affords complete flexibility with regard to the frequencies and 

bandwidths to be analysed. While its computational cost is unlikely to be competitive with the FFT 

over the full spectral range of a data set, Prism spectral analysis may prove useful for examining key 

regions of a data spectrum in detail (perhaps where these key regions are identified using conventional 

FFT or widely spaced, broader-band Prism spectral analysis), or for data sets where its high accuracy 

warrants the higher computational requirement. 
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